Basic Features of the School Performance Framework Report

- **Domain Tier Score**: Rolled-up tier scores for status and growth for the academic domain.
- **Demographics**: Shows the grades used to create the report.
- **Weighting**: Out of 100%.
- **Indicator**: For each domain, a set of gradespan-specific indicators are shown.
- **Notes**: This document was last updated on January 19, 2016.
- **Group Points**: Awarded out of possible for that group and indicator.
- **Indicator Points**: Awarded out of possible for that indicator across groups.
- **Race/Ethnicity**: Of the lowest performing racial/ethnic group.
- **Performance**: For each group.
- **Group Tier Score**: Tier scores for status and growth for each indicator and group.
- **Indicator Tier Score**: Rolled-up tier scores for status and growth for each indicator across groups.
- **Overall Tier Score**: Calculated by transforming the sum of the total weights from a 1-5 scale to a 1-6 scale.
- **Groups**: The performance of 5 groups are considered in the SPF.

Page 1 shows the academic domain indicators.
Page 2 shows the culture/climate domain indicators.

**DOMAIN TIER SCORE**
Rolled-up tier scores for status and growth for the academic domain.

**GROUPS**
The performance of 5 groups are considered in the SPF.

**WEIGHTING**
Out of 100%

**INDICATOR**
For each domain, a set of gradespan-specific indicators are shown.

**PARTICIPATION RATES**
% of individuals in each respondent group who submitted a survey.

**NOTES**

**INDICATOR TIER SCORE**
Rolled-up tier scores for status and growth for each indicator across groups.

**PERFORMANCE**
For each group.

**GROUP TIER SCORE**
Tier scores for status and growth for each indicator and group.

**GROUP POINTS**
Awarded out of possible for that group and indicator

**INDICATOR POINTS**
Awarded out of possible for that indicator across groups
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